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Newsletter
A NOTE FROM THE IAM CHAIRPERSON,
Dr Margaret Linehan
Dear Irish Academy of Management Members,
I would like to extend a warm welcome to you to this edition of our newsletter.
As usual, the highlight event of our year is our annual conference, and the 2016
conference hosted in the Smurfit Graduate Business School, University College
Dublin was a great success. I would like to extend my appreciation to Dr Colm
McLaughlin, conference chair, Professor Bill Roche, and Bernie Cramp and all the
conference team for their wonderful organizational skills, and hospitality. The
conference attracted many new national and international delegates together with
delegates who attend our conference annually. Thanks also to the many PhD
students who attended the doctoral colloquium.
Next year marks our 20th conference, and we are delighted to be heading north to
Queen’s University Belfast. Dates for the conference are 30 August to 1
September. The theme of the conference is ‘Ireland 2017: Facing the business and
management challenges of a post-Brexit world’. The conference chair is Dr Geoff
Simmons, and full details will be available on our website shortly.
The Irish Journal of Management is now available online –
www.iamireland.ie/journal and is currently published twice a year. If you have a
query on the suitability of a paper for the journal, please contact the editors at
ijm@ul.ie.
Currently, we have four special interest groups – Teaching and Learning, Strategic
Management, Work, Employment & Organisation, and International Business.
Details of the activities of these groups can also be found on our website. New
members are always welcome, and membership of these groups is free of charge.
Finally, sincere thanks to all Irish Academy of Management Council members who
give their time so willingly and generously.
With kind regards,
Irish Academy of Management
Email: info@iamireland.ie

Dr Margaret Linehan
Chair, Irish Academy of Management
.
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19TH ANNUAL IRISH ACADEMY
OF MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 2016
Ireland 2016: Re-imagining business and the role of ethics
University College Dublin Michael Smurfit Graduate School of Business, Ireland
August 31st – September 2nd

Remarks from the Conference Chair,
Dr Colm McLaughlin

Anyone interested in linking with the Shared Value Initiative in
Ireland is very welcome to get in touch with
maeve.a.houlihan@ucd.ie

The UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate School of Business was
honoured to host the 19th Annual Irish Academy of
Management Conference and to welcome almost 190
delegates from 12 different countries to Dublin. We would like
to express our thanks to all those who attended, presented
and supported the conference and made it such a success.
The conference theme this year was chosen to connect with
the 2016 commemorations of the 1916 Easter Rising, which
invited us to remember our past and re-imagine a better
future. The conference theme invited delegates to re-imagine
business based on sound ethical principles and contributing to
a more sustainable and ethical society. We were delighted
that so many submissions took up this challenge and engaged
directly with the conference theme, and there were plenty of
lively and engaging research presentations.
The highlight of the conference was the series of plenary
panels which examined the theme of the conference from
multiple perspectives:
‘Business and economic development in Ireland, 1916-2016’
featured two of Ireland’s leading historians, Professors Mary
Daly and Cormac O’Grada, and two prominent business and
economics journalists Dan O’Brien and Brian Carey. This
session was chaired by Professor Bill Roche and run in
association with the Work, Employment and Organisation SIG
(see SIG section).
‘Shared value: What is it, how does it work, how does it
matter, and to whom?’ featured stakeholders from the Shared
Value Initiative in Ireland. The panel of Maeve Houlihan
(UCD), Marian Curry (Ericsson and Chair Shared Value Ireland
Founder Group), Penelope Muzanenhamo (UCD VAA Proudly
Made in Africa Fellow), Conall O'Caoimh (Director, Value
Added in Africa) and Killian Stokes (Entrepreneur and Lecturer
in Business and Global Development) critically engaged with
the Michael Porter and Mark Kramer (HBR, 2011) framework
for companies, civil society, and governments collaborating to
produce both economic and social value by identifying and
addressing social problems that intersect with business.
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Shared Value: What is it, how does it work, how does it matter, and to whom?
Panel members

‘Re-imagining labour: Attempts at reforming trade unionism
from within, 1864-1975’, was the title of the Annual
Countess Markievicz Lecture, delivered by Dr Emmet
O’Connor of the University of Ulster, which we were
delighted to host in association with the Irish Association of
Industrial Relations (IAIR). Dr O’Connor gave an interesting
and insightful account of union reform. The session was
chaired by Dr Noel Harvey, Chair of the IAIR.

Dr Emmet O’ Connor of University of Uslter delivering the Annual Countess
Markievicz lecture 2016

19TH ANNUAL IRISH ACADEMY
OF MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 2016

‘Ethical workplaces in 2016’ roundtable featured
presentations by Patricia King (ICTU General Secretary),
Rhona Murphy (Head of Employment Law services in IBEC)
and Michelle O'Sullivan (Senior Lecturer, University of
Limerick). The panel discussed a range of issues including job
quality, employee voice, regulation, employment security and
union recognition. The lively and informative session was
chaired by Professor John Geary of UCD.

Ethical workplaces in 2016, roundtable members

‘Looking forward for Ireland: How do we become
sustainable?’ was a very insightful and lively panel, involving
Aoife Connaughton (2degrees), Stephen and David Flynn
(Happy Pear) and Carmel McQuaid (Marks and Spencer). The
panel discussed the sustainability issue, and in particular the
role of sustainability in Ireland, at length, and provided plenty
of food for thought on potential future sustainability research
for management academics. This session was organised and
chaired by Andy Prothero and Donna Marshall of UCD.

Looking forward for Ireland: How do we become sustainable? Plenary session
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‘Towards a pluriversal world of academies of management’.
As part of the ongoing relationship building between the Irish
Academy of Management and the British Academy of
Management, Professors Nic Beech (University of Dundee,
Chair of BAM) and Bill Cooke (University of York),
representing BAM, accepted the invitation from IAM Council
to participate and present at this year’s conference. This
session was run in association with the Strategy and WEO
SIGs and chaired by Professor Robert Galavan (see SIG
section).
We are extremely grateful to all the panel members for giving
up their time and sharing their insights and experiences.
The feedback on the conference has been very positive with
many delegates commenting on the quality of the plenary
sessions and paper presentations. Our warmest congratulations go to all our award winners. Finally we would like to
extend our sincere gratitude to all those who helped in
making the conference a success, and in particular our
reviewers, session chairs, colleagues in the Irish Academy, our
Conference Manager Bernie Cramp and our UCD IAM
Conference organising committee.
Best wishes
Dr Colm McLaughlin
Chair, 19th Annual Irish Academy of Management
Conference

DOCTORAL COLLOQUIUM

The conference was preceded by a Doctoral
Colloquium which provided doctoral students
from Ireland and internationally the opportunity
to meet and exchange ideas and knowledge.
This year the Irish Academy of Management Doctoral
Colloquium was hosted by University College Dublin on
August 31, 2016. Organized by Profs. Donncha Kavanagh
and John Geary, it was a very successful event that received
lots of positive feedback from the 30 PhD students who
attended.

The PhD students then had a chance to present their work in
small groups facilitated by experienced academics who
provided valuable feedback on the various proposed research
projects.
This year’s Doctoral Colloquium also included a career panel
session (chaired by Huong Tran, UCD School of Business), in
which PhD students participated in a question and answer
session with three academics (Prof Brian Fynes, Dr Collette
Kirwan and Dr Nicole Gross), who represented academics at
different stages of their careers.

The event began with an excellent presentation by Prof. Jason
Shaw, editor-in-chief of the Academy of Management
Journal, which helped students understand more about the
reviewing process and how to publish in top-tier journals.

Doctoral colloquium panel presentations, IAM 2016.

Prof Geary and Shaw in discussion at the IAM doctoral Colloquium 2016

The Colloquium then continued with reflections on
undertaking the PhD from Treasa Kenny (winner of the ‘Best
Paper, Doctoral Colloquium’ Award), and from Julius
Nyiawung, who is currently at viva stage in his PhD studies.

Teresa Kenny, Best paper doctoral colloquium receiving her award from
Margaret Linehan, IAM Chair at the IAM awards dinner 2016
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Special thanks to Michalis Louis, Nicola Mountford and
Huong Tran for their assistance in organizing this year’s
Colloquium.

19TH ANNUAL IRISH ACADEMY
OF MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 2016

Delegates enjoying the Irish Academy of Management Conference, 2016
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BEST PAPER AWARD WINNERS

Track

Authors

Overall Best Paper Award

Institutional Work and Regulatory Change in the Accounting Profession,
Mary Canning and Brendan O’Dwyer

Best Paper Award: Conference
Theme & Teresa Brannick Award

Re-imagining Student Learning in the House of Neo-liberalism: Amazon and the
Contemporary Business School,
Brian Harney and Tony Dundon

Best Paper Award – Runner Up

Differentiating Control, Monitoring and Oversight: Influence of Power Relations on Boards
of Directors - Insights from Investment Fund Boards,
Margaret Cullen and Niamh Brennan

Best Paper Award – Runner Up

An Exploration of the Entrepreneurial Learning Processes in a Transgenerational
Entrepreneurial Family Firm,
Maura McAdam, Eric Clinton and Martina Brophy

Student Paper Award,
Main Conference

Politics, Privilege and Power: Exploring the Role of Workplace Heteronormativity in the
Identity Management of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Employees in Ireland,
Ciaran McFadden (supervised by Marian Crowley-Henry)

Best Paper Award,
Doctoral Colloquium

Mapping the Organisational Field of Workplace Mediation in Ireland
Treasa Kenny

Overall Best Paper award, IAM Conference 2016, presented to Mary
Canning by Margaret Linehan, IAM Chair on behalf of her co-author
Brendan O’ Dwyer

Eric Clinton being presented with the Best
paper award (runner up) on behalf of his coauthors Maura McAdam and Martina Brophy
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Brian Harney and Tony Dundon being presented with the Best Paper Award:
Conference Theme & Teresa Brannick Award at the IAM awards ceremony 2016

Niamh Brennan being presented with the Best
paper award (runner up) on behalf of her coauthor Margaret Cullen

Ciaran McFadden and his supervisor Marian CrowleyHenry being presented with the Student paper award,
main conference by Margaret Linehan, IAM Chair’

BRITISH ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT AWARD
FOR DR MARGARET LINEHAN, IRISH ACADEMY
OF MANAGEMENT CHAIR

The British Academy of Management (BAM) is the leading
authority on the academic field of management in the UK,
supporting and representing the community of scholars and
engaging with international peers. To celebrate BAM’s 30th
anniversary, a select group of management academics and
leaders were invited to be the first cohort of BAM
Companions. Companionship of BAM is an award made by
invitation only in recognition of outstanding contributions to
the field of Management. The award is a means by which the
BAM community honours those who have provided
leadership in management practice or thought. The four
awardees this year are: Dr Margaret Linehan, Chair of the Irish
Academy of Management; Professor Martin Grimmer,
University of Tasmania; Peter Cheese, CEO of Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development; and Ann Francke,
CEO of the Chartered Management Institute.

Margaret Linehan, IAM Chair accepting the BAM Companion award
from Prof Nic Beech, Chair of BAM at the 30th British Academy of
Management Conference 2016.
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Dr Linehan was nominated by Professor Sir Cary Cooper,
President of BAM, and Professor Nic Beech, Chair of BAM,
and supported by the BAM selection panel. Professor Beech
presented the Companionship award to Dr Linehan for ‘the
publication of 17 books and over 65 internationally peerreviewed journal articles, twelve book chapters, ten reports,
eighty international conference presentations, and for her
valuable contribution to the Irish Academy of Management’.
Dr Linehan is Head of School of Humanities at Cork Institute
of Technology and is Chair of the Irish Academy of
Management. She is currently supervising five PhD theses
and two Master theses. Dr Linehan said ‘I was honoured and
delighted to receive this award, and I was surprised to learn
that only four people internationally were nominated for the
award’. In subsequent years a maximum of two awards will
be made annually. This is the first time that BAM presented
this award to an Irish academic, in recognition of the
strengthening links between the two academies. Dr Linehan
accepted the award at the BAM conference at the University
of Newcastle upon Tyne, which was attended by 960
delegates.

IAM 2016 AWARDS RECOGNISE KEY CONTRIBUTORS
TO BUSINESS, RESEARCH AND SOCIETY

The 2016 IAM awards ceremony took place in the Clayton
hotel, Dublin on Thursday 1st September at the annual
conference dinner, hosted this year by University College
Dublin. The three awards went to Mr Brian Sheehan (IAM
Business Journalist award), Dr Leo Smyth (IAM Fellowship
award) and Dr Martin Naughton (Whitaker award).

Left to right: Mr Brian Sheehan (IAM Business Journalist award), Dr Martin
Naughton (Whitaker award) and Dr Leo Smyth (IAM Fellowship award).

Each award was presented by Dr Margaret Linehan, Chair of
the Irish Academy of Management. The award citations were
prepared and delivered by Dr Joe MacDonagh, the IAM’s
Vice-Chair and Chair of its Awards sub-committee. Each
award was presented to an audience of over 130 delegates
from the very successful 2016 conference, organised by Dr
Colm McLaughlin (UCD) and his team.

IAM Business Journalist Award
The first award of the night, the new IAM Business Journalist
Award for excellence in Irish business journalism, went to
Brian Sheehan, editor of Industrial Relations News (IRN). IRN
is a highly respected weekly magazine that is read by
academics, practitioners and policy makers and which has
made a very significant contribution to the field of Industrial
Relations since its inception in 1979. As IRN Editor, Brian
Sheehan has developed it to the point where it provides highly
informed coverage of industrial relations, human resource
management and employment law in Ireland. His journalistic
standards have been exemplary, as shown by the quality and
depth of his magazine’s unrivalled coverage of work and
employment in Ireland. As he exemplifies the professional and
personal qualities which the Irish Academy of Management
endorses he was the inaugural recipient of the Irish Academy
of Management’s award for Irish Business Journalism.
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IAM Fellowship Award
The second award of the evening was that of Fellowship and
the recipient was Dr Leo Smyth. Dr Smyth’s background is in
psychology, as applied to business and the world of work. He
was a founding member of the Psychological Society of
Ireland, the professional body for psychologists in Ireland, and
he sat on its first Council. He gained his Masters degree in
psychology from University College Dublin and his doctorate
from the University of Utrecht. After several years in industrial
relations and HR he joined the staff of NUI Galway where he
was a Visiting Scholar on the Negotiation course at Harvard
Law School and then introduced negotiation courses to NUIG
at undergraduate and MBA level. He is also a Senior Fellow at
the Center for the Study of Dispute Resolution at the
University of Missouri-Columbia and is on the editorial panel
of the Negotiation Journal. Though he is retired from NUIG he
still maintains a significant interest in developments within the
Faculty of Business and the University as a whole, by
supervising postgraduate students and through lecturing at
undergraduate and MBA levels. Most of all he is an educator
who has inspired generations of students, researchers and
those who now lecture with him.
For the Irish Academy of Management he did a great service
in organising the first IAM conference in 1998. This was a very
important stepping stone, which has led to where the IAM is
now. He was described as a “very deserving” recipient of
Fellowship and by colleagues as “a really good colleague and
advisor” and thus was deemed very worthy to receive
Fellowship of the Irish Academy of Management.

Whitaker Award
The Whitaker Award was the final award of the night and it is
named after T.K. Whitaker, the great civil servant and one of
the architects of modern Irish society. It is the highest award
the Irish Academy of Management can bestow and this year
it was awarded to Dr Martin Naughton.
Martin Naughton is one of Ireland’s most successful
entrepreneurs and is also an accomplished engineer and
thinker, who has a subtle and well-thought out philosophy of
management. His first business, Glen Electric, began in 1973
with ten employees and borrowings of £60,000. Within four
years he had bought out Dimplex, the leading British brand in
the electrical heating market. This was just the beginning of
acquisitions, which have led to Glen Dimplex becoming the
world’s largest manufacturer of domestic heating appliances,
employing 8,000 staff and with twenty-two manufacturing
facilities throughout Europe and North America.

Though sales are now in excess of €1.6 billion he was quoted
in 1987, when he was Business & Finance’s Businessman of
the Year, as saying that “turnover is vanity, but profit is
sanity”. Profitability is something which has always been
associated with his company. He runs a privately owned
world-class business which he has carefully built up by
thoroughly analysing businesses throughout the world and by
acquiring the best. He has done this without wanting to be
celebrated publicly and he is rarely seen in the media.
Martin sees his role as looking after people, employees and
customers as well as making sure his company invests strongly
in research & development to make its products the best in the
world. He said in a 2002 Sunday Business Post interview that
“To me, the one key word in management is caring…when
you care about your business, you won’t let anything happen
to it”. Another thing he has cared about is the profession of
engineering, as a former President of the Institute of Industrial
Engineers, and he has consistently helped young people to
enter that profession by funding substantial scholarships. He
and his wife Carmel have been extremely generous with their
time and money in helping charities and various colleges
throughout Ireland and this led them to being named
Philanthropists of the Year in 2016. He is a very hard-working
man who has done a great deal for his community both
economically and personally. To any budding entrepreneur
there are two very relevant quotes from him, on risk-taking
and how he views his work:

On risk-taking: “Everything in life is a gamble and business
is risk-taking. It doesn’t suit everybody…You need to look
in the mirror and ask the one person who knows if you can
do it. There are risks, but some are worth taking.”
On work: “It has been, for me, great fun… I have been
terribly lucky over the last 15 or 20 years. I do it now
because I want to do it, not because I have to do it.”
Martin Naughton has been so successful not because of luck
but because of great ability and generosity, and so he was
conferred with the Irish Academy of Management Whitaker
Award recipient for 2016.
The academy would like to extend its sincere thanks to Dr
Joe MacDonagh, outgoing IAM Vice-Chair and Chair of its
Awards sub-committee, for his dedication to the IAM over
the years.

Dr Joe MacDonagh, IAM Vice Chair and Chair of the Awards sub-committee
orating at the awards ceremony, IAM Conference 2016
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS (SIG) UPDATE
Work, Employment and Organization
(WEO) Special Interest Group
There were brilliant and lively contributions from panelists at
the IAM Conference round table on ‘Business and Economic
Development in Ireland 1916-2016’, organized by the WEO
SIG and moderated by Professor Bill Roche. Distinguished
economic historians, Prof Cormac O’Grada and Prof Mary Daly
of UCD and the Royal Irish Academy and leading business
journalists Brian Carey and Dan O’Brien presented insightful
and iconoclastic comments to the well-attended event.

Strategy SIG
The WEO SIG in conjunction with the Strategy SIG hosted a
joint presentation by Bill Cooke and Nick Beech of the British
Academy on ‘Pluriversality’ in management and management
academies, which presented challenging reflections on the role
of colonialism and international economic dominance in
management thought and practice.

Business and economic development in Ireland, 1916-2016 plenary session.

Prof Bill Roche, WEO SIG Chair, also hosted a working meeting
of members of the WEO SIG in attendance at the IAM
Conference, which addressed a working paper reviewing the
experience of the SIG to date and its possible future activities.
The meeting concluded that the WEO SIG should plan to hold
one major event each year, outside the IAM Annual Conference
and continue the policy of rotating events, while mindful of
providing for ease of access for SIG members. It was agreed
that, subject to interest by the CIPD, a joint CIPD-WEO SIG
event on developments in HRM and Employment Relations
research in Ireland should be planned for 2017. Members also
agreed that the dual focus of the SIG on substantive research
themes and mentoring and developing early career scholars
should be retained.

Upcoming SIG events
The 2017 Teaching and Learning seminar is
scheduled to take place in late April 2017 and will
be hosted by the National College of Ireland
(NCI). This seminar will focus on The Supervision
and Assessment of Research at Postgraduate
Level. If you are interested in presenting at or
participating in this seminar, please contact the SIG
Chair @ simon.stephens@lyit.ie.
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Profs Beech and Cooke keynote speakers ‘Towards a pluriversal world of
academies of management’

Teaching and Learning SIG Seminar –
Innovative Assessment Approaches in
Business Schools
The 2016 seminar built on the success of our inaugural event in
2015 and was again hosted by Professor Jimmy Hill at National
College of Ireland Dublin. The seminar focused on Innovative
Assessment approaches in Business Schools. Presentations on
the day were from: Dr. Fiona O’Riordan (Griffith College); Dr
Claire Gubbins (DCU); Dr Oran Doherty (LYIT); and Dr Marc
Cashin (AIT). The seminar was well attended and was accessed
online through live streaming of the event by 14 Higher
Education Institutes and by 130 national and international
academics.
To join the SIG in Teaching and Learning, please contact Dr.
Simon Stephens at Simon.Stephens@lyit.ie

RECENT MANAGEMENT EVENTS
Interdisciplinary workshop on Perspectives
on Ageing, Consumption and Service and
Participation in Horizon2020 Ageing
Research Calls

Publishing in the Academy of
Management Journal: Insights from the
Editor in Chief

14 June 2016, University College Cork

30 August 2016, DCU Business School

Dr Louise Bourgoyne, UCC and Dr Ciaran Duffy, H2020 National
Contact Point at the ISS21 symposium, UCC, June 2016.

The Institute for Social Science in the 21st Century (ISS21)
hosted a day long symposium in University College Cork on
June 14th 2016. The event was especially relevant to those
interested in ageing and /or consumption research from
multiple perspectives and/or prospective H2020 research
funding applicants and was attended by thirty participants from
both UCC and different HEIs across Ireland and the UK. The
symposium comprised three keynote presentations and
interactive sessions: Rethinking Old Age, Presenter - Professor
Paul Higgs, Professor of the Sociology of Aging, University
College London; Negotiating Old Age within Elderly
Consumption Ensembles, Presenter - Professor Lisa Penaloza,
Professor of Marketing, Kedge Business School, Bordeaux,
France and Horizon 2020 Health Demographic, Change and
Wellbeing societal challenges and funding calls in relation to
Ageing - Insider Perspectives Presenters: Dr. Ciaran Duffy,
European Advisor / National Contact Point - Horizon 2020
Societal Challenges - Health, Drs. Louise Bourgoyne and Allen
White, UCC Research Support Office. For further information,
please contact Dr. Carol Kelleher, email: carol.kelleher@ucc.ie.
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In this workshop Professor Jason D. Shaw shared his insights
and experiences of navigating the AMJ publication process.
Prior to taking on the role of Editor-in-Chief at AMJ, Professor
Shaw was Associate Editor (2010-2013), while he also serves
on the editorial boards of leading management journals
including the Academy of Management Review, Journal of
Applied Psychology, Personnel Psychology, Journal of
Management, Organizational Psychology Review, Journal of
Organizational Behavior, Journal of Vocational Behavior,
Human Resource Management Review, Africa Journal of
Management, Human Resource Management Journal, and
Journal of Managerial Issues.

A Brave New World for Organizational
Leaders: Understanding and Mastering
E‐Leadership
Professor Monty Van Wart, California
State University, USA
Whitaker Distinguished Lecture Series in association with the
Discipline of Management, NUI Galway
6 Oct 2016, Cairnes Business School NUI Galway
This lecture proposed an operational definition of e‐leadership
based on six factors (or broad e‐competencies). The effects of
the ongoing digital revolution were explored in terms of
changing social interactions, business models, methods of
political participation, learning platforms, among others. Prof
Van Wart pointed out that while the digital revolution has
changed leaders’ interactions with followers enormously via
information and communication technologies (ICTs), this has
been much less studied and is poorly understood. He pointed to
the inability to produce an operational definition of e‐leadership
that spans telework, team, and enterprise settings, and that also
takes into account the complex interaction of traditional and
e‐leadership as a possible reason for this shortfall in relevant
studies and encouraged those in attendance to contemplate
research in the area.

RECENT MANAGEMENT EVENTS
Top US expert addresses family business
leaders
September 27 2016, Centre for Family Business, Dublin
Amy M Schuman, a lead consultant at the Chicago based
Family Business Consulting Group was the keynote speaker at
this recent event. Amy works specifically with families on
leadership development, communication skills and team
building, is an internationally recognised author and presenter
at family business conferences worldwide. This workshop
explored the challenges and opportunities of talent
management in the family business, corporate culture as a
competitive advantage, how business cultures are created and
sustained and good human resources practice. For further
information, please contact familybusiness@dcu.ie

NUI Galway MSc International Management International
Study Visit – Hong Kong
Students on the award-winning NUI Galway MSc International
Management programme recently undertook an international
study visit to Hong Kong. The trip, led by Dr Josephine Igoe
(Discipline of Management) and accompanied by Dr Ann Torres
(Vice Dean of Internationalisation, College of Business, Public
Policy & Law) and Dr Denise Holland (Discipline of
Management), simulates an international business trip whereby
the students investigate and diagnose ‘live’ international business
and management issues and collect and analyse relevant research
data in a cross-cultural and global business environment.

The NUI Galway MSc International Management class (2016), with
Peter Ryan (Irish Consul General to Hong Kong) and Dr Josephine Igoe
(NUI Galway MSc International Management Programme Director)
pictured outside St Paul's ruins and the first University in China
(UNESCO world heritage site) on their recent study trip to Hong Kong.
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Some of the highlights included a visit to Hong Kong Baptist
University’s International Institute for Business Development,
volunteering and working alongside investors and speakers at
the RISE Web Summit, customised seminars delivered by Irish
expatriates and local experts from: Independent Commission
Against Corruption in Hong Kong, International Business
Relations in Asia, Enterprise Ireland, Irish Chamber of
Commerce in Hong Kong, and Young Irish Professionals in
Hong Kong. The ten-day trip concluded with an NUI Galway
Alumni Event at the Irish Consulate General premises with
guest speaker, past alumnus of NUI Galway BComm
programme, Domhnal Slattery (Avolon).

Launch of Research Reports on Workplace
Mediation
October 10 2016, Renehan Hall, Maynooth University, Ireland.
A research team from the
Kennedy Institute Workplace
Mediation Research Group
(the KIWMRG), led by Dr
Deirdre Curran, J. E. Cairnes School of Business and Economics
at NUIG, has just completed a research project, commissioned
by the Mediators’ Institute of Ireland (the MII). The research
project objective was to identify the skills, competencies and
behaviours of workplace mediators and the implications of this
for the development of workplace mediation in Ireland. As the
professional association for mediators in Ireland, the MII
intends to use this review as a foundation for establishing
mediator quality standards for workplace mediation in Ireland.
The project outcomes, in the form of twin reports – Shaping the
Agenda Part 1 and Part 2 – was launched at a joint
MII/Kennedy Institute inaugural event for Mediation
Awareness Week, on 10 October 2016.
The launch featured a panel of experts on workplace mediation
in Ireland who will consider key developments in this area
including: Prof. Bill Roche, University College Dublin; Loughlin
Quinn, Director, Construction Contracts Adjudication Service &
Civil and Public Service Mediation Service; Mary Connaughton,
Director, CIPD Ireland; Anna Perry, Workplace Relations
Commission; Larry Broderick, IBOA; Maeve McElwee, Director
of Employer Relations, IBEC; and Karen Erwin, President of the
MII, 2005-2012. Peter Cassells, Director, Kennedy Institute,
Sabine Walsh, the MII President and Kieran Mulvey, former
Director General of the Workplace Relations Commission,
oversaw the proceedings.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS, SPECIAL ISSUES & AWARDS
Austerity and Recovery in Ireland
Edited by William K. Roche, Philip J.
O’Connell, and Andrea Prothero, all
University College Dublin; published
by Oxford
In this book a group of Ireland’s
leading social scientists present a
multi-disciplinary analysis of recession
and austerity and their effects on
economic, business, political and
social life. The book also examines the genesis of Ireland’s
dramatic economic recovery. Individual chapters discuss the
fiscal and economic policies implemented, the role of
international, and, in particular, of EU institutions, and the
effects on businesses, consumption, workplaces, the labour
market, migration, political and financial institutions, social
inequality and cohesion, housing and cultural impact, offering a
systematic assessment of the impact of the austerity
programme, with
up to date analysis providing new
information on the recovery.

New publication for GMIT Professor
Prof Graham Heaslip, Galway Mayo
Institute of Technology has recently
contributed a number of chapters to
the book titled: Setting up a
humanitarian network, Supply Chain
Management for Humanitarians: Tools
for Practice, edited by G. Kovács, K.
Spens and I. Haavisto and published by
Kogan Page, UK.

DCU Centre for Family Business Report recommends family
businesses should plan succession as early as possible
This report – Lessons in Resilience and Success: A Snapshot of
Multigenerational Family Businesses in Fingal, Dublin – was
commissioned by Fingal County Council and provides a snapshot
of 12 multi-generational family businesses in Fingal with family
involvement ranging from second to fourth generation. Between
them they employ over 3,500 and have turnovers ranging from
€1.5 million to in excess of €100m per annum. The report found
that while succession can be a source of anxiety or uncertainty for
some family firms, there was often no documented plan to
follow. The report states that any firm aiming to be multigenerational should be encouraged to afford due consideration
to any future family involvement especially as it is never too
premature to plan for potential next generation involvement. It
also recommends that protocols should put in place in the event
of death or illness to a key family member. Please contact
familybusiness@dcu.ie for further details.
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Visiting U.S. Scholar at Waterford Institute of Technology
School of Business
Lisa Groshong is a visiting U.S. scholar from the University of
Missouri funded through the International Comparative Rural
Policy Studies Consortium (ICRPS). Lisa spent the summer with
Dr Felicity Kelliher and the RIKON research group
(www.rikon.ie), WIT School of Business, studying the
motivations, economics and demographics of active tourists
visiting the new Waterford Greenway. Lisa’s background is in
human dimensions of natural resources, rural tourism and rural
development. Her doctoral research project, funded by the
National Science Foundation (USA), uses survey and photo
elicitation techniques to study visitor perceptions of climate
change impacts in Missouri state parks. Her previous research
has investigated challenges and motivations of agri-tourists
visiting Georgia (EU) and physical activity among urban park
users in Kansas City, Missouri.

Lisa
Groshong,
Visiting ICRPS
Scholar, USA
and Dr Pat
Lynch, RIKON
Research
Group, WIT
School of
Business

GMIT Lecturer wins National Teaching Excellence Award
Colm Kelleher, a lecturer in GMIT’s School of Business, recently
won a National Teaching Excellence Award from the National
Forum for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning in Higher
Education. The National Teaching Experts awards aim to
identify expert teachers who are models for excellence in
teaching and whose knowledge about learning impact is strong
and evidence based. Colm, lectures in Human Resource
Management and Management Studies.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS, SPECIAL ISSUES & AWARDS
Research Handbook on Entrepreneurial Teams
Edited by Cyrine Ben-Hafaïedh, Thomas M. Cooney
Published by Edward Elgar Publishing, January 2017
This book reinforces the
value and importance of
entrepreneurial
teams
within the entrepreneurship
literature. The expert group
of contributors identify and
develop various key areas of
research on entrepreneurship teams and suggest the
way ahead for future
research in the area. The
Prof Tom Cooney, co-editor
contributors expand on the
existing literature on entrepreneurial teams by first revisiting the most recent framework
applied to entrepreneurial teams (that is the Inputs-MediatorsOutputs-Inputs model) and then advancing our understanding
of issues such as formation, structuring, deep-level diversity and
emergent states. The book additionally considers different
contexts of application with reference to their commonalities
and specificities and investigates under-researched areas such
as entrepreneurial teams within indigenous communities,
ethnically diverse groups and women entrepreneurs.

GlaxoSmithKline Internship Awarded to NUI Galway Bachelor
of Commerce Student
Michelle Moran has been awarded the GlaxoSmithKline (GSK)
Excellence in Human Resources Award. Michelle is a final year
Bachelor of Commerce in Human Resources student at NUI
Galway.
For over eight years, GSK has sponsored the annual Excellence
in Human Resources Award at NUI Galway. Every year the top
performing students in the Human Resources Stream of the
Bachelor of Commerce programme are invited to compete for
this prestigious award which includes a financial award and a
three-month internship in the Human Resources Department of
GSK. Many of the previous prize-winners have been retained
by GSK which has proven to be an excellent start to their
professional career post college.

From left, Dr Deirdre Curran, NUI Galway; Michelle Moran, 2016 GSK

DCU Academic stream lead of the Global Entrepreneurial
Talent Management H2020 consortium
Dr Brian Harney (DCU) is stream lead of the Global
Entrepreneurial Talent Management (GETM3) consortium
which received over 1 million Euro from the H2020 Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Research and Innovation Staff Exchange
Scheme (RISE). GETM3 focuses on young talent as a key driver
of future development, with a particular emphasis on the cooperation of 3 stakeholders: employers, universities and
students/graduates. The project will involve significant mobility
and research capacity development, in addition to research
projects from each stakeholder perspective. The aim of RISE is
to promote international and inter-sectoral collaboration
through research and innovation staff exchanges, and sharing
of knowledge and ideas from research to market (and vice
versa) for the advancement of research and the development of
innovation. The scheme aims to foster a shared culture of
research and innovation that welcomes and rewards creativity
and entrepreneurship and helps to turn creative ideas into
innovative services, processes or products. Please contact Brian
at brian.harney@dcu.ie for further details.
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Award Winner; and Brian O’Driscoll, Head of Leadership and Talent
Development at GSK.

Dr Deirdre Curran, who manages the award for NUI Galway,
said: “This internship represents a wonderful opportunity to our
high performing students. A team of GSK managers and NUI
Galway staff put all of the candidates through a rigorous
assessment process which proves an invaluable learning
experience to all of the students regardless of the outcome.”
Brian O’Driscoll, Head of Leadership and Talent Development
at GSK believes that this Award marks a valued partnership
between GSK and NUI Galway. “Through this Award we are
able to source excellent talent into our HR Department and for
many of them this marks the start of an on-going and
successful employment relationship.”

UCC Academic wins best paper award at the Colloquium on
European Research in Retailing 2016
Congratulations to Dr Alan Collins, Department of Food
Business and Development UCC, on his recent best paper
award at the CERR 2016 Conference held at Toulouse Business
School. Alan’s work with co-author Prof. Richard George of St.
Joesphs University, Philadelphia, addressed mavens’ search
behaviours and assessed the implications for store brands.

CALL FOR PAPERS/CONTRIBUTIONS
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
JOURNAL SPECIAL ISSUES - CALL
FOR PAPERS
Human Resource Management Journal aims to promote the
theory and practice of HRM, to provide an international
forum for discussion and debate, and to stress the critical
importance of people management to a wide range of
economic, political and social concerns. HRMJ’s focus lies in
providing a critical link between high quality academic
research and the practical implications for business practice.
Joint Editors in Chief: Elaine Farndale, Anthony McDonnell,
Dora Scholarios and Adrian Wilkinson
There are currently three open special issue call for papers at
HRMJ;
a) Employers’ Organizations and Employer Collective
Action, Guest Editors: Edmund Heery and Marco
Hauptmeier. Submission deadline:16 December 2016 at
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/hrmj,
indicating
“Employers’ Organizations and Employer Collective Action”
as the Special Issue. Enquiries to Ed Heery
(heery@cardiff.ac.u)
or
Marco
Hauptmeier
(HauptmeierM@cardiff.ac.uk)
b)Exploring trade-offs between employee well-being and
organizational performance: The role of Human Resource
Management, Guest Editors: Karina Van De Voorde, Marc
Van Veldhoven and Riccardo Peccei. Submission deadline: 1
March 2017 at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/hrmj,
indicating “Exploring trade-offs between employee wellbeing and organizational performance: The role of Human
Resource Management” as the Special Issue. 3. Queries
related to the focus of papers or other queries related to the
call for papers should be directed to the guest editors. Karina
Van De Voorde (f.c.v.d.voorde@uvt.nl), Marc Van Veldhoven
(m.j.p.m.vanveldhoven@uvt.nl) or Riccardo Peccei
(riccardo.peccei@kcl.ac.uk)
c) New Avenues in International Careers Research, Guest
Editors: Adam Smale, Jon Briscoe, Michael Dickman,
Wolfgang Mayrhofer and Emma Parry. Submission deadline:
3 April 2017 at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/hrmj,
indicating “New Avenues in International Careers Research”
as the Special Issue. Enquiries related to the focus of papers
or other queries related to the call for papers should be
directed to Adam Smale (adam.smale@uva.fi) or Emma Parry
(emma.parry@cranfield.ac.uk).

INVITATION TO SUBMIT

The Irish Journal of Management is the leading
national journal for management research in
Ireland. The journal, which is peer reviewed,
features in both the Association of Business School
(ABS) and Australian Research Council (ARC)
journal rankings. The editors welcome submissions
from scholars researching in the broad discipline of
management. This includes research papers
(conceptual papers, literature reviews, critiques,
quantitative and qualitative studies), teaching
submissions (e.g. case studies, contributions on
pedagogical issues), and book reviews.
Submissions for Special Issues on topics relevant to
the discipline will also be considered.
If you have a query about the suitability of a paper
for the Irish Journal of Management, please
contact the editors at ijm@ul.ie

LEVEL3 2016 CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Level3, the DIT online journal for higher education
research and scholarship, is now inviting articles,
reports, literature reviews, annotated bibliographies
and think-pieces for Issue No 15, June 2017.
Submissions on any topic in the field of higher
education and research welcome. Additional author
guidelines are available on the journal website
www.level3.dit.ie.
Deadline for Contributions: 12 May 2017

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR THE 2017 IAM AWARDS
Fellowship of the IAM
In 2009 the Irish Academy of Management awarded its first
Fellowships, and we are now receiving nominations for the
2017 award, which will be presented at the IAM conference in
Queens University Belfast in August/ September 2017.
The award of Fellowship of the IAM is for IAM members who
have made a marked and noteworthy contribution to the
discipline and/or practice of management in Ireland and to the
IAM as an organisation. In making your nomination, you
should specify:
• Organisation/s to which the individual has made a
substantial and exceptional contribution over a sustained
period of time; and/or

The Irish Academy of Management Whitaker Award is
intended for someone who may not be, or may not have been,
a member of the IAM but who has made an exceptional,
probably life-time, contribution to the practice and/or
discipline of management in Ireland and/or to the Irish
Academy of Management. The discipline of “management”
will be defined in a wide, business, sense.
The closing date for receipt of such nominations, to Dr Felicity
Kelliher (fkelliher@wit.ie) is December 1st 2016. Each person
nominated should be proposed and seconded by someone
who is a member of the IAM, along with detailed supporting
reasons for the nomination/s.

• The individual’s publication record and/or their teaching
contribution and/or courses they have instituted and/or
departments they have administered; and
• Conference/s organised for the IAM and/or substantial
contributions made to the Council of the IAM, perhaps as an
officer and/or to some important aspect of the IAM’s
mission, such as to the Irish Journal of Management.
The above is meant to give some idea of the qualities that a
person worthy of Fellowship should possess. It is not meant to
be prescriptive; please consider those people who have made
marked and noteworthy contributions in these areas and to the
IAM as an organisation.
The closing date for receipt of nominations, to Dr Felicity
Kelliher (fkelliher@wit.ie), is December 1st 2016. Each person
nominated should be proposed and seconded by someone
who is a member of the IAM, along with detailed supporting
reasons for the nomination/s.
Irish Academy of Management Whitaker Award
In 2009 the Irish Academy of Management instituted the Irish
Academy of Management Whitaker Award and its first
recipient was Dr T.K. Whitaker, after whom it is now named.
We are currently receiving nominations for the 2017 award,
which will be presented at the IAM conference in Queens
University Belfast in August/ September 2017.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
TO THE 2017 TO 2020 IAM
NATIONAL COUNCIL
We are seeking nominations to the 2017-2020
IAM National Council please.
All members can put forward nominees to Dr
Margaret Linehan, the current IAM Chair.
Members can nominate, co-nominate or selfnominate candidates of their choice up to January
20th 2016.
In cases where there are more nominees than
council places, an election will be held.
Nominees will be ratified at the current council’s
final meeting in February 2016 and the new
council will be appointed from that date.
Officer roles will then be elected, through the
same nomination process, by the newly appointed
national council.
Please send your nominations and/ or any queries
relating to the nomination/ election process to
Margaret Linehan, IAM Council Chair at
mlinehan@cit.ie

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Women in Family Business Workshop
October 27 2016, DCU Centre for Family Business,
DCU Business School, Collins Ave, D9, Ireland
Dublin City University’s Centre for Family Business will run
an interactive and engaging workshop on Thursday 27th
October aimed at creating awareness and igniting
important conversations around inclusivity and diversity in
family business leadership. Keynote speaker, Caroline
Keeling, CEO of Keelings, will share her business story and
personal experience of working with family. The event will
be hosted by Professor Maura McAdam, Professor of
Management and Director of Entrepreneurship at DCU,
whose work looks at how gender intersects with entrepreneurial activities in the context of family business,
accelerators and traditional masculine industries and entrepreneurial behaviour such as networking, mentoring and
leadership. For more details on the workshop please email
familybusiness@dcu.ie. Everyone is welcome to attend
regardless of their gender!

How to Publish in International
High-Impact Management Journals:
A Theoretical, Methodological and
Practical Tool Kit for Doctoral Students
and Early Researchers
November 15 2016, The Leadership & Talent Institute,
DCU, Ireland
The workshop is free to attend and sponsored by the
Society of Advancement of Managerial Studies (SAMS) but
places are limited. There is further detail in the attached
documents. For further information please contact the
workshop chair Dr Janine Bosak janine.bosak@dcu.ie
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International Trust
Conference
comes to Dublin
November 17-18 2016, Royal College of Surgeons in
Ireland, Dublin 2, Ireland
FINT - The First International Network on Trust was created
in 2001 at the EIASM Workshop on 'Trust Within and
Between Organizations' in Amsterdam as a group of
academics and practitioners from around the globe who
are interested in the study of trust. Since then, a conference
has been held biannually in different countries. The 9th
workshop will be held in Dublin, hosted by the 3U
partnership (DCU-Maynooth-RCSI).
The two day
conference will provide unique insight into current
understanding and future directions in trust research across
a range of contexts and disciplines. This is an exciting
programme with contributions from many international
researchers. Conference organisers particularly welcome
attendance from IAM members and Irish-based researchers
and practitioners who are interested in the topic of trust.
For more details on the conference please visit
www.fint2016.com www.fintweb.org

CIT hosts the 3E ECSB Entrepreneurship
Education Conference
10 -12 May 2017, Cork Institute of Technology, Ireland.
Conference theme: Building for the Future –
Entrepreneurship Education, Training and Policy
This year there are two calls, one for research papers
https://3e2017.wordpress.com/call-for-papers/ and the
other for practitioner development workshops
https://3e2017.wordpress.com/call-for-workshopproposals/. Each author can appear in maximum of 2
abstracts/proposals. Regardless of the submission, the
focus on questions, challenges and problems should be
central throughout. All submitted proposals will be double
blind peer-reviewed and feedback provided on
submissions.
Abstract Submission Deadline: 1 December 2016.
For full conference details, see www.3e.2017.org

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
IVI Winter Summit 2016 - Winning
strategies for enabling the Digital
Enterprise – secrets of successful CIOs
and thought-leaders
December 14-15 2016, Convention Centre, Spencer
Dock, North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland
The Innovation Value Institute tenth annual Winter Summit
will attract a powerful and influential audience of senior IT
decision makers from global companies as well as local
organizations, government departments, academic
institutions, consulting partners and service providers.
In addition to the ten-year anniversary Summit IVI is
partnering with the International Conference for
Information Systems (ICIS) in the joint delivery of its ‘CIO
Symposium’ on Wednesday December 14th in the
Convention Centre Dublin (CCD). On Thursday, December
15, the second day of the Summit will consist of a series of
presentations on the use of IVI’s IT- Capability Maturity
Framework (IT-CMF) by IVI member organizations as well
as research workshops on topics such as digital
transformation, skills and competencies, Business DevOps
and agile methodologies.
The speaker profile is shaping up to be one of the best yet
with discussions underway with a number of industry and
academia speakers including individuals from organizations
such as AIB, Boston Consulting Group, Bearing Point,
Bentley University, BNY Mellon, Canon, CISR, Dell, EY,
DTCC, Intel, Westfield Insurance, Welsh Water and Xilinx.
Further details, including speakers and booking
information, available from: https://ivi.ie/ivi-wintersummit-2016/

8th EURAM Early Career Colloquium
on “Impact”
March 5-7 2017 Rabat and Salé, Morocco
The European Academy of Management Early Career
Network invites advanced PhD-students, Postdoctorates,
and recently appointed Lecturers or Assistant Professors in
management and cognate fields of research to meet peers,
mentors, and members of the EURAM top management
team at the 8th EURAM Early Career Colloquium on
“Impact”, co-hosted by ESC Rennes School of Business
(France) and Rabat Business School, International
University of Rabat (Morocco).
Please visit www.euram-online.org and www.eecn.org or
contact Steffen Roth and Nacef Mouri.for details before
Nov 15 2016

SIETAR Europa Congress 2017
May 22- 27 2017, Dublin Ireland
This congress welcomes everyone whose life and work puts
them at the interface of cultures, from the perspectives of
economy, society and education, with the aim of reshaping
intercultural discourse, questioning our current cultural
paradigms and exploring new thinking to help us navigate
complexity in our emerging global world. Five different
tracks and the film festival compose the congress.
Further
details
can
be
found
at
www.sietareu.org/seucongress2017 or alternatively,
please email dublin2017@sietareu.org.

EURAM 2017
21-24 June, Glasgow, Scotland

BAM 2017
5th - 7th September 2017
University of Warwick, UK
Reconnecting management research with the disciplines,
Shaping the research agenda for the social sciences.
For more information on this event please contact the
BAM Office on +44(0) 2073837770, or at
omihut@bam.ac.uk.
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With the theme “Managing Knowledge: Making
Knowledge Work”, EURAM invites you to participate in
debate about how we can use and develop our knowledge
better so that solving problems and dealing with issues can
become more effective. The more detailed programme of
our stimulating, interactive keynotes and roundtables,
workshops, symposia, and much more, will soon be posted
on the EURAM website. Please respect the deadlines,
especially the paper submission deadline: 10 January 2017,
2pm Belgian time.

IAM CONFERENCE 2017
Conference Theme: ‘Ireland 2017: Facing the business and management challenges
of a Post-Brexit World’
Brexit as a transformational change event raises significant challenges for the global economy. Ireland is particularly susceptible
to Brexit with critical industrial sectors such as agri-food facing significant threats.
Reflecting on Brexit and the wider context of transformational change, the 2017 Irish Academy of Management Conference
will examine how marketing, innovation and change management can be fertile areas to help businesses, managers,
academics and policy makers respond. We welcome papers and symposiums that explore these areas directly but also in their
broadest sense across business and management disciplines and studying diverse industry sectors that are particularly
susceptible to global change events.
As a community of business and management scholars we need to be prominent in responding to contemporary systemic
events. In light of the conference theme there is an opportunity for contributions to reflect more broadly on how business and
management research can help respond to contemporary global challenges, such as Brexit, in a way that links theory to
practice. With the increasing importance of ‘impact’ as a measure of academic research in Business Schools we therefore
welcome papers that show how research has helped to improve, for example, the competitive position of firms and/or
industrial sectors or has helped shape policy decisions.
Conference paper submissions and panel session proposals welcome, please contact Dr Geoff Simmons, conference chair
at g.simmons@qub.ac.uk or info@iamireland.ie for further details.

Items for inclusion in IAM newsletter
Our newsletter is emailed on a bi-annual basis and aims to keep you, our members, updated on current activities and future planned
events. We work in close collaboration with EURAM so that we may include updates and news on items from our European Academy.
If you have news items that are of interest to our members, please send them to fkelliher@wit.ie.

IAM Council
The following are the current Officers:
Chair

Dr. Margaret Linehan, Cork Institute of Technology

Vice-Chair

Dr Felicity Kelliher, Waterford Institute of Technology

Treasurer

Dr. Margaret Heffernan, Dublin City University

Secretary

Dr. Teresa O’Hara, Athlone Institute of Technology

Membership Officer

Dr. Alan Collins, University College Cork

The other members of the council are:
Council Member
Dr Vivienne Byers
Prof Edel Conway
Dr Christine Cross
Prof James Cunningham
Prof Robert Galavan
Prof Paddy Gunnigle
Dr Brian Harney
Prof Denis Harrington
Prof Graham Heaslip

Institution
DIT
DCU
UL
NUI Galway
Maynooth University
UL
DCU
WIT
GMIT

Council Member
Prof Jimmy Hill
Dr Alma McCarthy
Dr Colm McLauglin
Dr Michelle O’Sullivan
Prof Bill Roche
Prof Pamela Sharkey-Scott
Dr Geoff Simmons
Dr Simon Stephens

Institution
NCI
NUI Galway
UCD
UL
UCD
Maynooth University
QUB
LYIT

Useful Links
European Academy of Management - www.euram-online.org
Academy of Management (AoM) - www.aomonline.org
Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management (ANZAM) - www.anzam.uts.edu.au
British Academy of Management (BAM) - www.bam.ac.uk
Central and East European Management Development Association (CEEMAN) - www.ceeman.org
Italian Academy of Management (AIDEA) - http://www.accademiaaidea.it/

